Microbiologists are challenged to explain the origins of enormous numbers of bacterial species worldwide. Contributing to this extreme diversity may be a simpler process of speciation in bacteria than in animals and plants, requiring neither sexual nor geographical isolation between nascent species. Here, we propose and test a novel hypothesis for the extreme diversity of bacterial species-that splitting of one population into multiple ecologically distinct populations (cladogenesis) may be as frequent as adaptive improvements within a single population's lineage (anagenesis). We employed a set of experimental microcosms to address the relative rates of adaptive cladogenesis and anagenesis among the descendants of a Bacillus subtilis clone, in the absence of competing species. Analysis of the evolutionary trajectories of genetic markers indicated that in at least 7 of 10 replicate microcosm communities, the original population founded one or more new, ecologically distinct populations (ecotypes) before a single anagenetic event occurred within the original population. We were able to support this inference by identifying putative ecotypes formed in these communities through differences in genetic marker association, colony morphology and microhabitat association; we then confirmed the ecological distinctness of these putative ecotypes in competition experiments. Adaptive mutations leading to new ecotypes appeared to be about as common as those improving fitness within an existing ecotype. These results suggest near parity of anagenesis and cladogenesis rates in natural populations that are depauperate of bacterial diversity.
Introduction
Molecular surveys of bacterial diversity have revealed enormous numbers of species, both within a single community and worldwide. Microbial ecologists and evolutionary biologists are challenged to explain the origins and coexistence of at least tens of thousands (Roesch et al., 2007; Elshahed et al., 2008; Huse et al., 2010) and perhaps millions (Curtis et al., 2002; Gans et al., 2005) of bacterial species within a single community. While similar issues also vex zoologists and botanists trying to explain animal and plant diversity, microbiologists have orders of magnitude more species to accommodate within ecological and evolutionary theory (May, 1988) .
Many features of bacterial population dynamics contribute to the rapid evolution of bacteria. These include large population sizes (Levin and Bergstrom, 2000) , the promiscuity of genetic exchange between taxa (Cohan, 2001; Popa et al., 2011) , the small size of recombined segments (Zawadzki and Cohan, 1995) and the simplicity and modularity of their physiology and development (Lawrence, 1999; Doyle et al., 2007) . These advantages should act to accelerate not just the rate at which lineages split to form new species (cladogenesis), but also the rate at which one species lineage improves its adaptations without splitting (anagenesis).
One feature of bacterial population dynamics specifically fosters cladogenesis. Owing to the rarity of recombination in bacteria (occurring usually within an order of magnitude of the mutation rate) (Vos and Didelot, 2009 ), a population may diverge into two ecologically distinct populations that can coexist and diverge indefinitely, without evolving sexual isolation (Cohan, 1994; Vos, 2011; Wiedenbeck and Cohan, 2011) . That is, the adaptive divergence of bacterial populations into different ecological niches is not hindered by the rare recombination between them. Thus, while divergence of animals into species-like populations (that are ecologically distinct and irreversibly separate) (de Queiroz, 2005) requires both ecological and sexual divergence, irreversible divergence in bacteria requires only the divergence of ecological features; moreover, geographic isolation is not required (Cohan, 2001; Cohan and Koeppel, 2008; Vos, 2011) . Indeed, there is a growing literature of sympatric splitting of bacterial lineages in nature (Sikorski and Nevo, 2005; Coleman et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2006; Hunt et al., 2008; Koeppel et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2009; Oakley et al., 2010) and in laboratory microcosms (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Treves et al., 1998; Rozen and Lenski, 2000; Maharjan et al., 2006; Blount et al., 2008) .
Here, we propose and test a novel hypothesis to explain the extreme diversity of bacterial speciesthat cladogenetic splitting of lineages into multiple, ecologically distinct populations may be nearly as frequent as anagenetic adaptations within a single population's lineage. This hypothesis runs counter to the traditional view of speciation of animals and plants, influenced by Ernst Mayr (Mayr, 1963) . In this view, macroorganismal speciation requires certain rare circumstances, including geographic isolation, which allow newly divergent populations to break free of recurrent, high-frequency genetic exchange. The consequence is that cladogenesis is expected to be much less frequent than quotidian adaptation within a lineage.
Nevertheless, zoologists and botanists have recently challenged the notion that speciation is rare and requires special circumstances. James Mallet and other proponents of ecological speciation have hypothesized that ordinary populations within ordinary animal species may be poised to speciate as easily as a single population might evolve a new adaptation-'speciation is easy' (Mallet, 2008; Schluter, 2009; Doebeli, 2011) . Here we test whether this is true for bacteria.
We have employed an experimental microcosm to address the relative rates of adaptive cladogenesis and anagenesis among the descendants of a clone of Bacillus subtilis, in the absence of competing species. We build on studies where microcosms were inoculated with a single clone, without access to the DNA of other organisms (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Treves et al., 1998; Rozen and Lenski, 2000; Maharjan et al., 2006; Blount et al., 2008) . In these previous experiments, descendants of the starting clone diverged, through mutation alone, into multiple ecologically distinct populations, either through specialization on different chemical (Treves et al., 1998) or spatially limited resources.
We have added to previous approaches a method to compare the rates of adaptive cladogenesis and anagenesis in a microcosm. Our strategy for identifying adaptive cladogenesis and anagenesis events is based on the dynamics of natural selection in populations where recombination is rare, as in B. subtilis (Roberts and Cohan, 1995) and most other bacteria (Vos and Didelot, 2009 ). Owing to the rarity of recombination, natural selection favoring an adaptive mutation within a population brings to 100% frequency not only the mutation but also nearly the entire genome in which the mutation occurred. Thus, each anagenetic event within a population is marked by the purging of diversity within the population, a process known as periodic selection (Koch, 1974; Levin, 1981) .
However, the diversity-purging effect of periodic selection is limited to a population of ecologically homogeneous organisms. If two populations are utilizing different sets of resources and/or conditions, their ecological distinctness will protect them from the periodic selection events occurring within the other population (Cohan, 2005; Maharjan et al., 2006) . We have defined an ecotype as an ecologically homogeneous population that is ecologically distinct from other such populations, thereby representing the domain of competitive superiority of an adaptive variant causing periodic selection (Cohan and Perry, 2007) . Thus, the fate of an adaptive mutation within a community descended from a clone will depend on whether the community has diversified through cladogenesis into multiple ecotypes.
We enabled detection of anagenetic and cladogenetic events by inoculating each of several microcosms with two metabolically marked clones of B. subtilis that were isogenic and otherwise ecologically interchangeable (Atwood et al., 1951; Barrick et al., 2010) . The rationale is that if a periodic selection event were to occur within the original ecotype before any new ecotypes were founded (single-ecotype model), the periodic selection event would yield extinction of one of the markers from the community (Figure 1b and d) . Alternatively, if a microcosm community were to produce at least one new ecotype before a periodic selection event occurs in the original ecotype, a subsequent periodic selection event within one ecotype would extinguish only the diversity within that ecotype (multiecotype model). The cladogenetic origin of multiple ecotypes thus prevents periodic selection from extinguishing a marker from the community (Figures1c and e) ; instead, the relative frequencies of the markers reach a stable point determined by the relative abundance of the resources of the two populations. We have developed and analyzed statistical tests to identify the model that best fits each community's evolutionary trajectory (Tables 1  and 2 ; Figure 2 ).
We will consider the origins of ecotypes tracked in this experimental system as the origins of bacterial species, as increasing numbers of microbial ecologists and population biologists now view the origins of the most newly divergent, ecologically distinct populations as speciation (Hunt et al., 2008; Sikorski, 2008; Ward et al., 2008; Fraser et al., 2009; Retchless and Lawrence, 2010; Kopac and Cohan, 2011; Vos, 2011) . In contrast, the 'species' formally recognized by taxonomy usually contain an enormous diversity at the genomic, physiological and ecological levels and so are already far too diversified for use in studies of speciation (Staley, 2006; Connor et al., 2010) . Moreover, the ecotypes as defined here share the quintessential properties of species (de Queiroz, 2005) : the ecotypes are each cohesive, in that their diversity is limited by periodic selection, and different ecotypes are irreversibly separate because they are out of range of one another's periodic selection events and because recombination is too infrequent to prevent their adaptive divergence (Cohan and Perry, 2007; Wiedenbeck and Cohan, 2011) .
Our microcosm experiment was designed to address the relative rates of adaptive anagenesis and cladogenesis in B. subtilis, by assaying the likelihood that a community founded with one ecotype would be swept by periodic selection before a second ecotype was formed in the community. We aimed to simulate the potential for resource partitioning within B. subtilis, a heterotrophic, soil-dwelling bacterium, and to this end we Figure 1 The expected trajectory of the MT:LT ratio (r) over time, under three models. (a) The null model, where strains are of equal fitness and in the same ecotype. Here, the initial r ratio is maintained indefinitely. (b) The single-ecotype community model. Here, the ratio stays at its initial value during a 'wait time' (t w ), to be estimated, until the ratio starts changing at a slope (m), to be estimated, leading to elimination of one of the markers. (c) In the multi-ecotype community model, there is a wait time, to be estimated, with no change in ratio, followed by a change in the ratio at a slope, to be estimated, followed by stabilization at a new end ratio (r N ), to be estimated. , where an adaptive mutant within one marker moiety (LT in this case) becomes fixed in the original ecotype, and thereby eliminates the other marker from the single-ecotype community. (e) One likely explanation for the events in (c) is that an ecotype formation event occurs within one marker, and a periodic selection event occurs in the original ecotype, stemming from an adaptive mutation in a genome with the other marker. We note that this method will not detect all cladogenesis events, especially if new ecotypes do not reach appreciable frequencies. In the absence of periodic selection, a new low-frequency ecotype would go unnoticed. 
Multiecotype
Yes Yes Yes Yes r ¼ r 0 until time t w ; log r ¼ log r 0 þ m (t -t w ) after t w and before r reaches r N ; r ¼ r N after r reaches r N The initial-ratio parameter r 0 was estimated directly from the initial MT and LT colony counts; the parameters for waiting time (t w ), slope (m) and the steady-state ratio (r N ) were estimated to fit the observed trajectories of MT:LT ratio with maximum likelihood, as described in the text. The likelihood of the model yielding an observed ratio at a given time was based on the empirical Gaussian distribution of the ratio (Supplementary Figure 1 ). Yes and no indicate whether a parameter was included within a given model.
provided a chemically and spatially diverse microcosm. We will show that in this environment, anagenetic and cladogenetic adaptations occurred at a similar pace, contrary to the prevailing Mayrian view that the pace of anagenesis should greatly outstrip that of cladogenesis. The parameters represent the number of transfers for which the initial ratio is maintained (t w , wait time), the slope (m) of the MT:LT ratio after the wait time has been reached and the ratio (r N ) at which the slope levels off (all based on log 10 -transformed ratios). 
Materials and Methods

Modification of strains
Our experimental protocol required strains that were ecologically interchangeable but selectably marked. Starting with strain 1E32 from the Bacillus Genetic Stock Center, which was auxotrophic for lysine, methionine and tryptophan (genotype LMT) and resistant to kanamycin, we generated prototrophic revertant mutants for lysine (MT) and methionine (LT) by selection on plates with minimal medium (including Spizizen salts, glucose and 10 mg ml À 1 required amino acids) (Anagnostopoulos and Spizizen, 1961). Each colony was streaked for isolation three times on modified Luria broth plates (Krukonis, 1994) , and selectable markers (LT or MT) were reconfirmed on selective minimal media. We confirmed that the revertants were of equal fitness in medium containing all three required amino acids (Supplementary Information; Supplementary Figure 1) .
Inoculation of evolution microcosms
Ten microcosms were established from a single LT and a single MT colony in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI; Difco) supplemented with the required amino acids for each genotype and kanamycin, and after each 3.5 days of incubation the microcosms were transferred in serial batch culture (Supplementary Information). A total of 11 transfers were performed, resulting in B110 generations for each microcosm. Ratios of MT:LT genotype abundances were determined for each replicate line upon each transfer.
Tests of periodic selection and ecotype formation Our analyses of evolutionary trajectories focused on the log of the MT:LT ratio, as selection yields a linear change in the log of the genotype ratio (r) (Marée et al., 2000) . We used a maximum likelihood approach to test three models of evolution based on the MT:LT trajectory for each of the 10 communities (A-J) (Figure 1 ; Table 1 ). In the null model no evolution occurs, yielding the expectation that the initial MT:LT ratio (r 0 ¼ 0.638; Figure 1a ) would be sustained throughout the experiment. In the singleecotype model (Figure 1b) , a periodic selection event purges the diversity within the original ecotype before a second ecotype is formed. In this case, a community retains the initial MT:LT ratio (r 0 ) for a waiting time (t w ), to be estimated, and then with a periodic selection event, the log-transformed ratio changes linearly at a slope (m) (Marée et al., 2000) , to be estimated. Finally, in the multi-ecotype community model (Figure 1c) , a second ecotype forms before a periodic selection event sweeps the microcosm's diversity. Here, the community is expected to stay at the initial ratio (r 0 ) for a waiting time (t w ), to be estimated, and then the log ratio moves linearly at a slope (m) to be estimated, until it reaches an end ratio (r N ), to be estimated. This end ratio reflects the near-steady-state relative densities of the two ecotypes, presumably determined by the relative abundances of the ecotypes' resources and/ or possibly antagonistic effects (Figure 1) . We analyzed the changes in the MT:LT ratio over time to identify the model best explaining the dynamics of ecotype formation and periodic selection in each community (Supplementary Information).
Mat formation and colony morphology
We utilized changes in colony morphology as one of the several methods to detect the origin of new, ecologically distinct populations in a microcosm (Braun, 1965; Bukholm et al., 1997; Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Treves et al., 1998; Rozen and Lenski, 2000) . We hypothesized that mutants with colony morphologies distinct from the ancestor's might represent either novel populations or moreadaptive variants of the ancestral population. In other cases, we inferred ecological distinctness from microhabitat differences (Rainey and Travisano, 1998) . Individual isolates from the A, B and H communities were assayed for mat formation and colony morphology (Supplementary Information).
Confirmation of ecological distinctness
We hypothesized that strains with different combinations of marker genotype, colony morphology and microhabitat association were members of different ecotypes. We tested for ecological distinctness of putative ecotypes by placing member strains into competition.
We inoculated microcosm tubes with one strain from each of two putative ecotypes, at a high and a low starting ratio of MT:LT (r hi0 and r lo0 ). The tubes were incubated and transferred with MT:LT ratios determined at inoculation and at each transfer. These short-term competition experiments involved 3-4 transfers, during which time we assumed that changes in the MT:LT ratio were due to differences between isolates at the beginning of the competition experiment, and that ratio changes were not due to mutations occurring during the experiment.
For each pair of strains, we tested the simultaneous fit of the two trajectories (that is, starting at the high and low MT:LT ratios) to each of three models: a null model, with no fitness differences between strains; the same-ecotype competition model, where the two strains are members of the same ecotype but differ in fitness; and the differentecotypes competition model ( Supplementary  Information; Supplementary Figure 2) .
Results
Evolutionary trajectories of the 10 communities
The 10 communities showed a striking diversity of evolutionary trajectories (Figure 2) , and it was apparent that a simple set of models would not fully explain all the evolutionary changes. Nevertheless, we attempted to rule out the simple model of anagenesis without cladogenesis, such that a periodic selection event in the original ecotype would purge the MT-LT diversity before a second ecotype could be founded.
This single-ecotype model was supported in only two of the 10 communities, based on the MT:LT trajectories (Table 2 ; Figures 2c and j) . In communities C and J, the anagenesis-only model gave a significant increase in likelihood of the observed trajectory over the null model, but the multi-ecotype model failed to yield significant improvement over the single-ecotype model. In a third community (A), there was no evidence that either periodic selection or ecotype formation was needed to fit the trajectories (Figure 2a) . Evidence for the multi-ecotype model was found in the remaining seven of the 10 communities' trajectories (Table 2; Figure 2 ). For each of these communities, the multi-ecotype model estimated the marker genotypes' ending ratios to range between 4.5:1 and 158:1 (non-log-transformed ratios, with ratios o1 converted here to their reciprocals).
However, a more complex single-ecotype model involving clonal interference may also generate a trajectory consistent with the patterns observed (Gerrish and Lenski, 1998) . Specifically, recurring adaptive anagenesis in opposite markers could result in a curve that fit our expectations for the multi-ecotype model. To account for this possibility, we tested more explicitly for the existence of multiple ecotypes within two communities fitting the multi-ecotype model, B and H. We also investigated whether the A community, having shown no apparent adaptive evolution, might have cryptically evolved additional ecotypes.
Test of ecotype diversity within community A Despite the flat trajectory of the MT:LT ratio in community A (Figure 2a) , variation in colony morphology suggested the possible existence of multiple ecotypes. The LT moiety contained two colony variants, the ancestral type (morphotype 1, deemed putative ecotype A1a) and a variant with much larger colonies (morphotype 2, putative ecotype A2) ( Figure 3 ; Table 3; Supplementary  Table 2) ; all MT isolates (putative ecotype A1b) were of the ancestral morphology. We next sought evidence that these putative ecotypes were ecologically distinct from one another and from the original ecotype (ecotype a).
We set up pairwise competition experiments among the three evolved putative ecotypes (A1a, A1b and A2) from community A. In each experiment, two strains representing different putative ecotypes were placed in competition, starting from two initial ratios. For each pair of putative ecotypes, the high-initial-ratio and low-initial-ratio experiments approached a similar MT:LT ratio and remained there (Supplementary Table 3 ; Figure 4 ), indicating that they were distinct ecotypes. In all cases, the different-ecotypes model fit the experimental competition results significantly better than the same-ecotype model. Morphotypes 5 through 8, respectively, from community H. All morphotypes were streaked for isolation and were found to breed true; in the case of morphotype 5, the picture was taken before isolation.
In each competition experiment between the three evolved putative ecotypes and the ancestral ecotype a, the different-ecotypes model gave a significantly better fit than the same-ecotype model (Supplementary Table 3 ; Supplementary Figure 3) . These results were unanimous across strain pairs for a given pair of putative ecotypes, except for one of the six strain pairs in the A1b versus a comparison. Each of the evolved ecotypes increased at the expense of the ancestor, but they did not extinguish the ancestor as would have been expected for strains of the same ecotype. Nevertheless, evolved ecotypes A1a and A2 left the ancestor at extremely low frequencies.
Beyond the competition experiments, we found that the A2 ecotype differed from the others when grown in isolation. This ecotype formed a light mat on the surface, unlike the ancestor and the other evolved ecotypes of this community, suggesting niche partitioning among ecotypes by microhabitat specialization.
Test of ecotype diversity within community B
The trajectory of the MT:LT ratio in community B fit the expectation of the multi-ecotype model (Table 2; Figure 2b ). After showing little change for four transfers, the ratio shifted in favor of the LTs, reaching an MT:LT ratio around 0.01. In community B we observed two new colony morphotypes (morphotypes 3 and 4), distinct from both the ancestral morphotype 1 and from community A's morphotype 2 (Figure 3 ; Supplementary Table 2) .
We set up competition experiments between putative ecotype B3 (marked by MT and morphotype 3) and putative ecotype B4 (marked by LT and morphotype 4) and between putative ecotypes B3 and B1 (the latter marked by LT and morphotype 1). These experiments each showed a significant fit to the different-ecotypes model, with ecotype B3 reaching a near-steady frequency of 0.07 in competition with B4 and 0.55 in competition with B1 (Supplementary Table 4 ; Supplementary Figure 4) . Competition between the evolved B3 ecotype and the ancestral ecotype also supported the differentecotypes model, but with the ancestral ecotype brought to an extremely low frequency (Supplementary Table 4 ; Supplementary Figure 4) .
When grown in isolation, strains from the B4 putative ecotype formed a thick mat at the surface of the medium (Figure 5 ), thicker than observed with the mat-forming A2 ecotype of community A. None of the other putative ecotypes of community B was observed to form mats, but grew exclusively in the broth phase, indicating a microhabitat-based niche partitioning among putative ecotypes of this community.
Test of ecotype diversity within community H Community H's trajectory of MT:LT ratio was also consistent with a multi-ecotype model, and showed the MT and LT genotypes reaching a steady MT:LT ratio near 4.5 (Table 2; Figure 2h ). The evolved strains of Community H displayed more variation in colony morphology than either the A or B communities ( Figure 3 ; Table 3; Supplementary Table 2 ). Four new morphotypes arose in this community (morphotypes 5-8), none of which was found in communities A or B or in the ancestral genotype.
Strains sampled from morphotypes 6-8 failed to form a mat when grown in isolation. Of the four isolates of morphotype 5 tested, two formed a mat and two did not. This suggests the possibility that morphotype 5 may be subdivided into two ecotypes, which we hypothesize as H5a (not forming a mat) and H5b (forming a mat).
We performed competition experiments between putative ecotypes that could be distinguished by their auxotrophic markers. In these experiments, all putative ecotypes tested were found to represent different ecotypes (Supplementary Table 5 ; Supplementary Figure 5 ).
Discussion
Our microcosm model has introduced a system for estimating the relative rates of cladogenesis and anagenesis during the early stages of adaptation to a novel habitat. By inoculating each microcosm community with two selectably marked but ecologically interchangeable strains of equal fitness, we were able to distinguish evolutionary trajectories that were consistent with a single-ecotype, anagenesisonly model versus a multi-ecotype, cladogenetic model (Figure 1) . In only two of the 10 communities were the markers' trajectories consistent with the single-ecotype model. One community's trajectory suggested no adaptive evolution. Remarkably, seven of the 10 community trajectories showed a pattern consistent with the multi-ecotype model, with new ecotypes formed before a single periodic selection event was completed within the ancestral ecotype. Because a periodic selection event in the ancestral ecotype is required to view evidence of formation of a new ecotype (Figure 1) , these results are consistent with an approximate parity of rates for anagenesis and cladogenesis. However, we note that an alternative, more complex single-ecotype model could possibly explain the trajectories of the seven communities that apparently fit the multi-ecotype model. For example, with 'clonal interference' within a single ecotype (Gerrish and Lenski, 1998) , the appearance of one adaptive mutation within one marker, followed by an adaptive mutation of nearly equal fitness in the other marker, would cause fluctuations in the MT:LT ratio; however, neither marker would become fixed. It was therefore necessary to confirm that the trajectory patterns we observed were caused by formation of novel ecotypes.
We directly investigated the ecological diversity within two of the communities that had approached a nearly steady state (B and H), to test whether the single-ecotype model could explain their steady states. Similarly, we tested whether the trajectory consistent with no adaptive evolution (in community A) may have belied cryptic ecological diversity. We hypothesized that each unique combination of marker genotype, colony morphotype and microhabitat association within a community was a distinct ecotype.
Following previous approaches (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Blount et al., 2008) , we tested for ecological distinctness of pairs of putative ecotypes by placing them in competition. In every case, pairs of putative ecotypes were confirmed as ecologically distinct by reaching a single, steady frequency when placed in competition at different starting ratios. Also, each of the evolved putative ecotypes was confirmed to be a different ecotype from the ancestor, by not being able to extinguish the ancestor through competition. However, the evolved ecotypes frequently brought the ancestral ecotype to an extremely low frequency, which suggests that the ancestral ecotype may also have been present in microcosms at the end of the original evolution experiment, but at very low frequency.
We found evidence of recurrent divergence in one ecological dimension. In each community, one ecotype evolved the ability to utilize the air-liquid interface by producing a floating mat, while the other ecotypes were restricted to the broth phase. Recurrent evolution of a mat-forming ecotype occurred also in non-stirred microcosms of Pseudomonas evolution . We predict that in our system the non-mat ecotypes have diverged in other, yet unrecognized, ecological dimensions, perhaps by utilizing different chemical resources or by utilizing the more hypoxic, conic bottom of the tube (Mahendran et al., 2006) .
Our experiments have shown the importance of using a variety of methods for identifying putative ecotypes, and then confirming their ecological distinctness through competition experiments. For example, the A1a and A1b ecotypes would have been invisible to us were it not for their associations with different selectable markers, as they showed the same colony morphology and microhabitat association. Also, the H5a ecotype would have been unnoticed were it not for its mat-forming ability, as H5a and H5b shared the same marker genotype and colony morphology. Our experiments support the hypothesis that colony morphology evolution is more likely to indicate a new ecotype than an anagenetic improvement in the ancestor ecotype, as each evolved colony morphotype tested was shown to be a different ecotype.
While some previous laboratory evolution experiments have demonstrated a potential for rapid adaptive evolution within a lineage (Cooper and Lenski, 2000; Riley et al., 2001) , and others have shown a potential for rapid diversification of ecotypes (Rainey and Travisano, 1998; Treves et al., 1998; Maharjan et al., 2006) , ours is the first to compare the pace of anagenesis versus cladogenesis, and we have found evidence for a near parity of these two processes of adaptive evolution in a laboratory microcosm.
The high rate of cladogenesis seen here does not indicate simply an evolutionary potential to broaden the ecological niche through utilization of new resources. Any mutation that just added a resource without any fitness tradeoff would constitute an anagenetic improvement of the existing ecotype, resulting in a more generalist population (Ochman and Davalos, 2006; Wiedenbeck and Cohan, 2011) . Rather, the cladogenesis events we observed required that changes in resource utilization incurred a tradeoff in competitive ability within the parental niche (MacLean and Bell, 2003) .
Do our results suggest a general parity of cladogenesis and anagenesis rates outside of experimental microcosms? In some ways our experiments may have underestimated the potential for cladogenesis. We attempted to simulate the opportunities for cladogenesis in nature by providing a medium that is chemically diverse (Brain Heart Infusion, derived from the species Bos taurus) and physically diverse (by not stirring the liquid cultures). However, natural soil microhabitats surely offer a greater diversity of ecological niches, by providing potential resources originating from many species and a diversity of physicochemical gradients (Torsvik and Ovreas, 2002) . Also, by not making donor DNA available for uptake by our organisms, the present experiment likely eliminated an important opportunity for the evolution of adaptations.
Because no competing species were present in our microcosms, the experiments most directly predict diversification in environments devoid of potential competitors. For example, the experiments may approximate the potential for diversification in the pathogen Clostridium difficile after colonizing a human gut whose diversity has been reduced by antibiotic therapy (Britton and Young, 2012) . The microcosm may also simulate diversification in other severely disturbed habitats, for example soil following fumigation (Ibekwe et al., 2001) or a volcanic eruption. Likewise, the experiments approximate a scenario of bacterial contamination in the processed-food industry, where one or two sporeformers invade an otherwise-sterile food environment (Postollec et al., 2012) . On a much grander scale, the experiments may simulate diversification Figure 5 Differences in mat-forming ability of putative ecotypes B4 and B1 within community B. Putative ecotype B4 (LT, morphotype 4) formed a dense mat on the surface of the medium, while putative ecotype B1 grew in the broth phase, suggesting niche partitioning on the basis of microhabitat specialization.
on Mars by Terran bacteria if 'planetary protection' protocols should fail (Schuerger et al., 2012) . In each of these cases, the microcosm experiments plausibly predict rapid diversification from a single clone, through parity of cladogenesis and anagenesis rates.
Our microcosms are less likely to simulate diversification from a clone in a complex natural community, where cladogenesis is likely constrained by a great diversity of potentially competing species (Caporaso et al., 2012) . In a complex community a nascent ecotype that utilizes a new resource may have to compete successfully with many species that have long been specialized on that resource (Fukami et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, competition between distant relatives has been little studied (Dens et al., 1999) , and the role of natural community diversity in quashing the origins of ecotypes merits additional experimental investigation.
Whatever difficulties complex communities present for the origin of ecotypes, new ecotypes appear to originate in complex communities in nature at an extremely fast rate (Doolittle and Zhaxybayeva, 2009 ). Comparisons of genome content consistently suggest ecological differences among closest relatives, in both complex (Scanlan et al., 2009; Touchon et al., 2009; Shapiro et al., 2012) and depauperate communities (Denef et al., 2010) . The potential for rapid speciation even in complex communities intensifies the question of whether cladogenesis reaches a parity of rate with anagenesis in natural communities.
We propose a phylogenetic test to estimate the relative rates of cladogenesis and anagenesis in nature. This is a test of the 'species-less' model of bacterial diversification (Cohan, 2011) . In this model, the diversity within an ecotype is not limited by forces of cohesion, such as periodic selection or drift, but by the short time an ecotype exists from the time of its founding by a single clone until its extinction. A paucity of periodic selection predicts that a mother and daughter pair of most-newlydivergent ecotypes in nature should appear as a paraphyletic and a monophyletic group, respectively (Cohan, 2011) ; such a result would suggest a parity of cladogenesis and anagenesis rates in nature.
Observations of rapid bacterial speciation, both in our microcosms and in nature, appear to support Mallet's (Mallet, 2008) hypothesis that 'speciation is easy.' This is not surprising, since bacteria may speciate through ecological divergence alone and in sympatry (Wiedenbeck and Cohan, 2011) . Moreover, bacterial speciation can be facilitated in nature by horizontal genetic transfer, and huge population sizes can make possible extremely rare adaptive genetic transfers and mutations (Cohan and Koeppel, 2008) . It seems that speciation in bacteria may indeed be quite easy, but it is becoming apparent that even some large, highly mobile animals may share the bacteria's readiness to speciate (Mallet, 2008) . While zoology and botany have made many contributions to the development of microbial evolutionary and ecological theory (Ward, 2006) , perhaps speciation is a place where paradigms can flow both ways.
